
Potential Erosion Management Options:
Dune Revegetation & Rehabilitation

About the Option:
• This would involve rehabilitating the local dunes with more 

appropriate, native dune vegetation.

• A coastal dune system that that is vegetated with 
appropriate plant types is a great natural defence against 
erosion… “if you take care of the dune, it will take care of 
you”.

Pros:
• It is relatively inexpensive compared to construction of rock 

structures, and easy to implement.

• Enables the dune to build itself over time, and can build a 
healthy, resilient beach for everyone to use.

• Also provides a home for for native flora and fauna.

Cons:
• There aren’t many!

• However, beaches are always prone to natural cycles of 
erosion and rebuilding – and so sand dunes do not provide 
the same “final barrier” protection compared to engineered 
structures.

• Dune vegetation 
traps sand over time, 
and allows the dune 
to grow outwards 
and upwards.

• Vegetation also 
enables the beach to 
recover more quickly 
after storm events.



Potential Erosion Management Options:
Beach Nourishment and Sand Scraping

About the Option:
• This involves “nourishing” the upper beach face with 

additional sand.

• Sand can be imported from a nearby source (dredging a 
river), or it can even come from the same beach – and be 
“scraped” up onto the shore from the breaker zone. 

• The imported sand can be groomed by earth moving 
equipment to the desired shape.

• Pros:
• The additional sand provides erosion protection and a wider 

beach for recreational use.

• When combined with dune planting and rehabilitation, this 
can “kick start” / add to, the natural dune building process.

• Can be undertaken on a flexible and “as needed” basis.

• Ongoing beach scraping programs are usually inexpensive 
compared to construction of hard structures.

• Implemented successfully in similar, nearby locations (TSV).

Cons:
• Usually implemented as part of an ongoing program, and 

requires ongoing commitment to be effective (think of it like 
gardening). 



Potential Erosion Management Options:
Engineered Seawalls

About the Option:
• This type of option generally involves the construction of an 

engineered seawall structure.

• They can be constructed of either rock armourstones, 
sandbags, or sometimes rock (“gabion”) baskets.

• Cons:
• Rock seawalls are very expensive to construct, and can 

require costly ongoing maintenance over their life.

• Whilst seawalls can protect the land behind them, they do 
not prevent in any way the erosion processes continuing on 
the beach in front of them.  In fact, seawalls can lead to 
increased erosion of the beach.

• Seawalls also generate “end effects”, whereby they also 
increase erosion of the land just beyond their ends. 
Therefore, the original erosion problem that they were 
meant to solve is simply relocated further along the shore.

Pros:
• If properly engineered, seawalls, can provide a “final 

barrier” to the land behind them - and protect assets and 
infrastructure from coastal erosion.



Potential Erosion Management Options:
Groynes

About the Option:
• Groynes are engineered, shore-parallel structures, 

commonly constructed of rock armour stones or sandbags.

• Cons:
• Groynes are very expensive to construct, and require 

ongoing maintenance over their life.

• Groynes work by “intercepting” sand flowing along the coast 
and trapping it. This means that locations further down the 
coast can become deprived of sand.

• Therefore, the original erosion problem that they were 
meant to solve is simply relocated further along the shore.

Pros:
• If properly engineered, groynes, can provide an erosion 

buffer by trapping sand and creating an artificial sand buffer 
- and protect the assets and infrastructure behind them 
from coastal erosion.

• They can also help maintain a sandy beach in between the 
groyne structures – for recreational use.


